Appendix 2: Mualang-English Wordlist

Appendix 2 contains a Mualang-English Wordlist. This wordlist gives more than 1200 main entries of words that are mostly used throughout the book. The order of the entries is alphabetical. The postploded nasals (m’, n’, ng’, ny’) are treated as their plain counterparts.

The following abbreviations are used in Appendix 2:

adv  adverb
asp  aspectual marker
class classifier
cconj conjunction
dem demonstrative
excl exclamatory word
iloc illocutionary marker
intr interrogative word
meas measure word
MI  Mualang Ili’ (Downstream speech)
mod modal marker
MU  Mualang Ulu (Upstream speech)
n  noun
neg negator
num numeral
part particle
prec precategorial form
pref prefix
prep preposition
pron pronoun
quan quantifier
toa term of address
vi  intransitive verb
vt  transitive verb